A complex number which is not a nonpositive real number has a unique square root in the right half-plane. In this paper, we obtain an extension of this observation to general (complex) Banach algebras.
Since the elements we study are regular, and have logarithms, the existence of square roots is not at stake. Even the existence of roots having the desired spectral properties is evident. The uniqueness result we suppose to be new. It subsumes a somewhat weakened version of the classical result for positive, hermitian, bounded operators on a Hilbert space (that such an operator has a unique positive hermitian and bounded square root): our theorem would apply only to the positive definite (regular) case.
Whether the results of this paper can be extended to the case of not necessarily regular elements of a Banach algebra, we do not at present know. Then b112 so defined is a square root of b with the desired spectral properties [2] .
Uniqueness : Let r E93 with r2 = b, and Sp(r) weakly positive. Then r commutes with b, and so with any element of the closed subalgebra 93' generated by b and e. To prove &1/2E93', we let ipn) be a sequence of polynomials in z converging uniformly on a neighborhood of Sp(6) to z1'2. (Runge's Theorem.)
Then \\pnib)-bll2\\-+0, as desired [2] . Now let 2) be a maximal abelian subalgebra of 93 containing r, b112, and e. Since the natural injection of © into 93 is a spectrum-preserving, isometric isomorphism, we can conduct the remainder of the argument with 93 replaced by 35.
If h is a homomorphism of 35 onto the complex numbers, hir2) = hQ))=hir)2, and 9tft(r)>0, so hir) is the unique weakly positive square root of hQ)), as is also hib112). Thus hir) =hib112) for every such h, and we have (1) bw = r -n, with Sp(ra)={o}.
Squaring both sides of (1), we obtain ra2 = 2rra, whence, by induction, (2) ra2* = (2r)2*-1ra.
From (2), IL2*+1||l/2*+1 I I/O \2*+1-l lll/S*+1 llns*+1 2*+1 -1 lll/2*+1 ||ra \\lu -\\i2r)' 'rail1'2 = |f2^ rl r 1ra||1/2 01-l/2i+1|k2*^l lll/2*+1 = 21 1/2 \\b2 r ln\y12
Since the spectral radius of ra is 0, lim*^ ||&2V-1ra||1/2*+1 = 0. On the other hand, the Banach algebra inequality ||xy | ^||x|| ||y|| implies ||r-1ra||^||6-2*||||62*r-1ra||
and Hfc-1!!2*^!!^-1)**! , whence |]MI_2*lk"lwll = ll(fr~1)21l~Hlr~1»ll = ll^-MI, so that ||&-1||-1'2||r-1ra||1/2*+1^||&2V-1ra||1/2i+1. Since the right side of the last inequality tends to zero, we must have r_1ra = 0, so ra=0, and bll2 = r, which was to be shown.
